


The 
Story.

A different
point of view.





Facing Lake Como
western cost, Villa Bonomi
is an exclusive property.
The unique furnitures, just
renovated, are the key
elements of a perfect and
comfortable stay for its
guests.
A stunning four-acre
garden, designed by the
most important italian
landscape designer Pietro
Porcinai, offers an
unforgettable view of
Lario’s luxury residences.



The villa takes its name
from the famous
entrepreneur Anna
Bonomi. It was given to
her for her sixteenth
birthday by her father
Carlo, creator of numerous
Italian villas, as a symbol
of his love.
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The Garden
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The garden is a real pearl of Italian landscape. Designed by Pietro
Porcinai, it offers one of the most beautiful views of Lake Como thanks
to the wise and daring modeling of the ground. These large terraces
have enabled the garden to be enriched with a large circular parterre, a
swimming pool and a romantic promenade by the forest. A garden with
a unique charm, created on different levels connected together by stone
stairs and pathways that surround the Villa giving always different
views.





The Pool
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A swimming pool adds value to the garden of Villa Bonomi, with its
blue mosaic floor, specifically designed to avoid indiscreet reflections of
light.This is the perfect place to relax and meditate.
Located close to the main garden the pool makes it the perfect place to
host pool parties.



03Loggia





Promenade 04





Parterre 05



The Parterre is a fascinating garden
from which you can admire a stunning
view, where the green hills dive into the
blue Lake.
This garden can host up to 400 guests.



The marquee, which can be set up on
the Parterre, is a structure designed to
create continuity with the Villa. A space
that gives the possibility to admire the
lake and at the same time creates the
perfect comfort for any type of event.
This marquee can host up to 300 guests
for private events and up to 500 guests
for theatre style meetings.
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Club B 06
An elegant budoir with a charming terrace overlooking the lake.
The perfect place to end the evening with a good cocktail or to dance
until late at night.

Live music (or DJ) is allowed until h. 11.00 pm in the outdoor spaces,
whereas internally until h. 3:00.
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Interior
Restyling







Private Events

The Villa is equipped with multifunctional rooms that can host
various types of events, from exclusive private events to high-level
corporate events.

Weddings or private parties find the perfect setting in the
fascinating spaces of the garden, such as the Loggia, the Italian
Garden or the majestic parterre overlooking the Lake, so versatile
that they can always be interpreted in a different way.



Corporate Events

The Villa is equipped with multifunctional rooms that can host
various types of events, from exclusive private events to high-level
corporate events.

The Veranda as well as all the bright interior spaces of the Villa are
equipped with all the technical and high tech comforts needed to
host top clients, combining their comfort, style and functionality.

The flexibility of the rooms makes them ideal for conferences,
business meetings and team building that can also take advantage of
the numerous activities related to the lake.



Features

DEDICATED STAFF
Villa manager, housekeeping and gardener

SUITES
Villa Bonomi offers eleven suites

PANORAMIC POOL
Mosaic pool with unique views overlooking Lake Como

/SERVICES INCLUDED /SERVICES NOT INCLUDED

FOOD & BEVERAGE
Dedicated Food and Beverage service

LA VERANDA
Marquee to be located on the parterre upon request

PRIVATE SECURITY
Dedicated private security

AUDIO AND LIGHTS SERVICE
Audio and Lights assistance during events

TRANSFER
Dedicated transfer service

HELIPAD
Helipad

GARDENS AND PARTERRE
Ten acres of green



Fees

Fee 2020 / 2021:

Temporary rent – 1 day, € 15.000,00 *

* Suites and garden areas included



Reach Us

From Villa Pizzo 5,3 km, 10 minutes drive
From Villa d’Este 4,6 km, 10 minutes drive
From Villa Erba 3,9 km, 8 minutes drive
From Sheraton Lake Como Hotel 3,4 km, 8 minutes drive
From Villa Olmo 1,8 km, 5 minutes drive
From Hilton Lake Como 1,5 km, 4 minutes drive
From Mandarin Oriental 10,1 km, 20 minutes drive



Via Bignanico 65
22100 Como, CO

Italia

info@villabonomi.com

www.villabonomi.com

mailto:info@villabonomi.com

